
 BIBIANA, International House of Art for Children  

 
JANUARY 2021 
On January 6, 2021 — BIBIANA will be closed due to a public holiday . 

 
STUDIO BIBIANA 
 
In January - the online space www.bibiana.sk will continue with the cycle   
 
AT HOME WITH BIBIANA 
   
    6. 1. A Penguin's Tale 
  13. 1. Paper Theatre 
  20. 1. Fairy Tale I   
  21. 1. Fairy Tale II  
  22. 1. Fairy Tale III  
  27. 1. Let's Build a Snowman 
 

PROGRAMS OF THE CENTRE OF LITERATURE, READING AND THE SK 
IBBY  
 

WORKSHOPS FOR THE EXPERT PUBLIC  
23/1       14.00  Peep inside!   
23/1       15.30  Peep inside!   
30/1       14.00   Nebojsa v knihe (Dreadnought in the book) 

30/1       15.30     Nebojsa v knihe (Dreadnought in the book)           

 
Find more information on the workshops under the phone No. 02/2046 7174 or 

www.bibiana.sk.  

 
PROGRAM INFORMATION 
 
A PENGUIN'S TALE 
Antarctica, the southernmost place on the planet, features numerous extremes. It is a 
dazzlingly white plain covered in snow and ice, without a single tree, not a single stalk of 
grass, with scary whistling wind over many days - so that one scarcely can open the eyes. 
In the middle of this plain, we see a penguin sitting. He just sits and sits all the time, 
without moving a bit. Why is he just sitting so calmly? Why doesn't he hide from the 
snow? The reason is - that the penguin does not mind the cold, he is really hardened.... 
  
This is the tale of discovering the magic of this cold island, as well as of the fact that even 
a tough and hardened penguin needs a woollen sweat-shirt warming him up from time to 
time. This tale was inspired by a real story and the book by Tomiko Inui: The penguin 
fledglings Puk and Kuk. The production of this play has been supported from public funds 
- in the form of scholarship.  
Script and cast – M. Ryšavá, Stage design – I. Macková,  
Music – P. Creek Orgován 

http://www.bibiana.sk/
http://www.bibiana.sk/


(For kids from the age of 3) 

 
 
 
 
PAPER THEATRE 
Within the cycle At Home with Bibiana (Doma s Bibianou), we will show to you how to 
create a puppet-theatre incl. paper-puppets — simply from paper, so that you can play 
your very own stories at home. 
Performer – M. Stanová, Photography and sound – M. Mravčák, Editor – D. Prokop 
(For kids from the age of 6) 
 
FAIRY TALE 
„In this book by Ulrich Hub, three penguins have a quarrel on whether God exists or not - 
when suddenly a heavy rain starts, followed by the Noachian flood. Fortunately, a fat 
white dove flies in, bringing them tickets for Noah's Ark. The issue is however that there 
are only two tickets, but three penguins in total, being very close friends.“ Within the cycle 
At home with Bibiana (Doma s Bibianou), we bring you a lovely and comical story from 
the book: At eight o'clock on the Arc. So don't miss it ... and listen! 
Performer – M. Kecskésová, Photography and sound – M. Mravčák, Editor – D. Prokop 
(For kids from the age of 5) 
 
LET'S MAKE A SNOWMAN  
At the creative atelier At home with Bibiana (Doma s Bibianou) we will show you how to 
make a snowman that definitely won't melt … smiling all the way to the spring time.  
Performer – M. Stanová, Photography and sound – M. Mravčák, Editor – D. Prokop 
(For kids from the age of 6) 

 
PEEP INSIDE!  
This 60-minutes online-workshop for parents, teachers and librarians provides some 
practical advice when reading with the kids, how to use the illustrations in the children's 
literature for extending the context and creating overlaps according the current needs of 
the respective child.  
This is a practical online-workshop for parents, pedagogues and librarians on how to work 
with illustrations when reading with kids  
(For adult visitors)  
Guidance – T. Vráblová  
 
NEBOJSA V KNIHE (Dreadnought in the Book) 
60-minute online-workshop for parents, teachers and librarians provides practical advice 
when reading with children, how to exploit a narrative story for extending the context and 
creating overlaps according the current needs of the child.  
This is a practical online-workshop for parents, pedagogues, librarians on working with 
the narrative when reading with children.  
(For adult visitors) 
Guidance – T. Vráblová  

 

EXHIBITION AT BIBIANA  
 



IN THE GINGERBREAD LAND 
In this interactive exhibition, where the visitors get a lot of interesting facts on gingerbread 
history, they get to know exotic spices used for their baking - and then you can try 
distinguish them with your very own nose. The kids get to the gingerbread-land via a 
comics-tale about a little gingerbread-kid never experiencing Christmas before. This 
"gingerbreadling" got to know about Christmas from the "Vanilla-Fairy", who told it also a 
tale about it, but to make everything complete, she needs the tinkling of a bell — but the 
problem is that gingerbread-bells make no sound. So the "gingerbreadling" and the Fairy 
set out to the world to find the right tinkling. They travel the ocean and the space and 
finally make to the world of faulty gingerbreads. Though not being perfect, they too belong 
to this tale. Whether they find that tinkling-sound or not, the kids get to know in our 
Christmas exhibition.  
The real gingerbreads for that exhibition were made by the gingerbread-aunties from the 
Slovak Union of Cooks and Confectioners. 
 
 
COMPETITION WARNING!  

- Cut out and bake your own little gingerbread-monster at home 
- Make a photo and send it along with your name and contact data to: kniznica@bibiana.sk  
- The winners get a little surprise  

Theme and creative and spatial design – S. Sadílková, Script – M. Madejová, Dramaturgy 
– V. Marákyová 
When: 03/12/2020 - 7/02/2021    
 
 
B ... LIKE BIBIANA  
This exhibition, dedicated to the "round" 30th birthday of BIBIANA, presents its individual 
creative departments, giving children the understanding of art over those years in a 
playful ways. This time, as well, we created a joyful, but first of all inspirational 
atmosphere being so typical for „Bibianic“ projects. The kids may find here e.g. a big 
picture of BIBIANA with little windows hiding various surprises, playing with filming-
equipment within the space dedicated to the Biennale of Animation Bratislava (BAB), the 
will have fun with illustrations from the aforementioned Biennale, they will get to know our 
book-wonders and take a seat at a huge birthday table with various „creative dainties“. 
Finally they will have a look into the distant future of BIBIANA. They will simply find a big 
playroom here, with an atmosphere full of fantasy.  
Theme and script - Alexandra Petrovická Broadhurst; Artistic design - Martin Dúbravay; 
Dramaturgy - Valéria Marákyová  
When: 09/10/2020 – 11/04/2021  
 
LET'S SHED SOME LIGHT ON THEATRE  
This is an interactive exhibition at the occasion of the 100th founding anniversary of the 
Slovak National Theatre (SND).  
The centre-point of this exhibition is the theatre-story, i.e. how theatre as such came into 
being. Step-by-step, the kids will get to know the things required for turning a text into a 
theatre production. They will learn the jobs of the director, stage-designer (scenographer) 
or the props-man. They will experience the spell und uniqueness of a theatre backstage, 
learn to know the beauty and complexity of those jobs, jointly creating the theatre-miracle. 
Finally, the kids will have the chance to become "theatre creators".  

mailto:kniznica@bibiana.sk


The scans and photos are from the Museum of the Theatre Institute. The performance 
photos are from the Documentation Collections of the Theatre Institute.  
Theme and script – D. Zaťková, Creative and spatial design – B. Peuch, Illustrations L. 
Kotvanová, Dramaturgy – S. Broadhurst-Petrovická  
When: 20/03 – 07/02/2021  
 

EXHIBITIONS OUTSIDE BIBIANA  
 
Chiba City Museum of Art (Chiba Prefecture), JAPAN 
BIB 2019 Japan 

When: 05/01/2021 – 28/02/2021 

 
Local library Petržalka, BRATISLAVA  

IN THE COLOURS OF THE RISING SUN  
When: 04/11/2020 – 4/2/2021  
 
Municipal library PIEŠŤANY  
TICHÉ PUTOVANIE (SILENT VOYAGE)  
When: 26/11/2020 – 31/01/2021  
 
Kasárne Kultúrpark (former military barracks) in KOŠICE  
TOWERS TO THE HEAVEN   
When: 15/10/2020 – 28/2/2021  
 
 

LIBRARY OF BIBIANA - READING ROOM     

Monday - Thursday: 10.00 – 12.00, 13.30 – 15.00 
Friday:   10.00 – 12.00 
 
 
We reserve the right to the program! 
For exhibition and program details, call 02/2046 7111 or visit www.bibiana.sk 
 

 

  

http://www.bibiana.sk/

